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In quadruped animals, spinal movements contribute to locomotion in terms of controlling body posture
and integrating limb and trunk actions. In this paper, we develop quadruped models with diﬀerent
numbers of spinal joints to demonstrate the spine-driven locomotion. Actuated spinal joint(s) are
exclusively employed to these models with a minimalistic control strategy. We choose some typical individuals from two models and analyze them on gait properties. Results show that employing the spine
morphology with two joints can greatly enhance the stability and speed of locomotion by readjusting
center of mass, increasing the stride length, and generating double ﬂight phases similar to running
cheetahs gait, which makes signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the speed and the gait. Furthermore, we explore
and compare models with more spinal joints. Results show that all gaits emerged from them can be
categorized into three types (bounding, bounding with double ﬂight phase, and stotting gaits). Overall, bounding gait with double ﬂight phases is a more biologically inspired locomotive behavior; model
with two spinal joints could be suﬃcient to emulate biological spine-driven locomotive behaviors.
Keywords: spinal engine; spine-driven locomotion; spine morphology; embodiment

1.

Introduction

Over the past decades, it has been widely accepted that locomotion is generally achieved by the
coordination of legs and the spine is only considered to be carried along in a more or less passive
way [1]. This popular hypothesis has been accepted by most of robotics researchers as well as
biologists. A considerable amount of research has been conducted on legged robots with little
consideration on their spines. Most of the existing quadruped robots are very similar in their
morphology, and feature a single rigid body with four legs with individually actuated hips and/or
knees [2, 3]. They can perform well in some terrains, but they need precise calculation at every
time step and therefore lead to high computational load. Furthermore, the resulting locomotive
behavior is still much more constrained than its natural counterpart in terms of speed, energy
eﬃciency, maneuverability, and adaptivity to rough terrain.
If we look back to the nature, we ﬁnd that one of the major diﬀerences between these robots
and animals is the spine. Such a spine is central to control body posture, provide the foundation
to produce the leg’s movement, and integrate limb and trunk actions [4]. From the evolutionary
point of view, it is natural to consider the spine as an propulsive engine of the vertebrate body
to maintain a central role in locomotion in all craniates. Based on mathematical simulations and
analysis, Gracovetsky has proposed an alternative biological hypotheses called ”Spinal Engine”,
which emphasizes the role of the spine in human locomotion, i.e., locomotion is ﬁrstly achieved
by the motion of the spine; the limbs came after, as an improvement but not a substitute [5].
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Then, he extended this hypothesis to quadruped animals featuring ﬂexion-extension spinal movement [6], [7]. All of them imply that the spine is crucial to locomotion and such a spine might
plays a dominant role in locomotion.
Recently, some researchers have come to realize the important role the spine plays in locomotion, but most only focused on the controller of the spinal joint, and barely paid attention to its
morphology [8, 9]. All the aforementioned studies simply introduced a spinal joint connecting
the fore and rear part without studying further on its morphological parameters and anatomical
structure. The concept of embodiment suggests that a system’s behavior is generated through
the interaction between controller, body (morphology) and environment [10]. In this context,
morphology should be regarded as one of important priorities to be studied. So far there are
some studies with the focus on the spine morphology. For example, a biologically inspired spine
has been developed and applied to a quadruped robot named Kitty to study the eﬀect of the
shape of the spinal column on locomotion [11]. Additionally, the position of the spinal joint
is also studied in Kitty robot [12]. A musculoskeletal quadruped robot has been developed to
investigate the stability of locomotion by changing the stiﬀness at the trunk in crawl, trot, and
pace patterns [13]. However, if we look back to the anatomical structure of a biological spine, we
ﬁnd that there still exists a lot of room to study spinal morphological parameters on locomotion,
in addition to the features discussed above, to gain a deep understanding of the locomotive
function of the spine and how such a function is aﬀected by morphology.
This paper focuses on investigating the role of the spine and the eﬀect of the number of spinal
joints in locomotion. First we introduce two models diﬀering in the number of spinal joints
to demonstrate the spine-driven locomotive behavior. One model has one spinal lumbosacral
joint and the other one has lumbosacral joint and thoracic joint together. Second, four typical
individuals from these two spinal morphologies are selected and compared regarding the gait,
the attack angle, and the movement of the center of mass (CoM). The simulation results show
that locomotion can be greatly enhanced by employing the second model with two joints in
terms of the stability and speed. Furthermore, the eﬀect of multiple spinal joints on spine-driven
locomotion is investigated. The spine morphology varies from three spinal joints to twelve spinal
joints. Each morphology is analyzed in detail in terms of gait, speed, and success ratio. Results
show two spinal joints might be a feasible model to emulate the biological spine-driven locomotive
behaviors.

2.

Design

In this section, we describe the design of the models and spinal morphologies. Next, the selection
of the morphological parameters and the design of controller are presented.
2.1

robot design

In this model, the fore and rear legs are ﬁxed to the ends of the spine and have no relative
rotation with respect to it. In other words, the robot is only actuated by the spine, and leg
actuation is not taken into account. Our aim is to test whether or not the spine is the main
power to drive the robot, inspired by the biological concept ”Spinal Engine” [7], so this design
is straightforward to study the function of the spine and the eﬀect of spine morphology on
locomotion.
2.2

Spinal morphology design

A biological spine is made up of small bones, known as vertebrae, that are stacked on top of
each other to create the spinal column. The number of vertebrae varies with the species of the
animals from ten in frogs to ﬁfty six in tigers. All of the spinal movements are distributed over
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Figure 1. Planar quadruped model of M 2. Black solid dots stand for the actuated spinal joints.
Table 1. Morphological parameters for M 2
Parameter
Value

Ll

Lrs

Lms

Lf s

Ml

Mrs

Mms

Mf s

0.83 m

0.33 m

0.33 m

0.33 m

5 kg

6.7 kg

6.7 kg

6.7kg

L: length; M: weight.
l: leg; rs: rear spinal segment; ms: middle spinal segment; f s: fore spinal segment.

the connecting joints of these vertebrae.
We know that the spinal column consists of lumbosacral spine, thoracic spine, and cervical
spine [7]. Hence we employed a spinal joint with one degree of freedom (DoF) to emulate the
movement of each part. Because the head’s movement has less eﬀect on locomotion, we ignored
cervical spine in this study. We utilized a lumbosacral joint (LJ) to mimic the role of lumbosacral
spine in locomotion. Similarly, the thoracic joint (TJ) is taken to emulate the function of thoracic
spine.
As a starting point, we only applied LJ into the model to study the role of lumbosacral spine,
because biological ﬁndings suggest that the rear position of LJ can produce a particularly marked
sagittal displacement of the pelvis [14] [15], which could plays a main role in locomotion. We
name this model with LJ as M 1. M 1 consists of three segments which are a pair of stick-shaped
legs, and a spine with a LJ.
Because of the existence of a small amount of ﬂexion-extension movement in thoracic spine [16],
we added a TJ in the middle between the shoulder and the LJ (Fig. 1) to investigate how it
aﬀects locomotion, along with lumbosacral spine. The model with these two joints is named as
M 2. If we ﬁx the movement of TJ, which is θt in Fig. 1, and keep the rest parameters of M 2,
then M 2 becomes M 1.
We copied some of cheetah’s morphological parameters (weights and sizes of the body and legs),
and applied to the models, because a cheetah exhibits noticeable spinal ﬂexion and extension
movement when running [17]. Table 1 details morphological parameters chosen for M 2.
2.3
2.3.1

Controller design
Minimalistic control strategy

To focus on the study of spine-driven locomotion and the eﬀect of spine morphology on locomotion, we employed a minimalistic control strategy to this model, in which the angular position
of the spinal joints is determined by the sinusoidal curve as follows:
θl (t) = Al sin (2πfl t) + ψl

(1)

θt (t) = At sin (2πft t + ϕt ) + ψt

(2)

where θl and θt indicate the target angular positions of the motors controlling LJ and TJ,
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respectively. A, f and ψ designate the amplitude, the frequency, and the oﬀset. The phase ϕ is
the delay between the LJ and TJ. The subscript l and t denote LJ and TJ, respectively. The
parameters used in the following experiments are heuristically determined as follows: ft = fl =
1.5 Hz, Al ∈ [0◦ , 60◦ ], and ψl ∈ [−15◦ , 15◦ ]. The rest control parameters (At , ψt , ϕt ) will be
optimized with Genetic algorithm (GA) described in the following part. Time step t in this paper
represents one actuation loop of the control program.
2.3.2

Genetic algorithm for the sinusoid function controller

GA [18] is employed to optimize the control parameters (At , ψt , ϕt ) for TJ with the attempt
to achieve fast and stable locomotive behaviors. The boundaries of these three parameters are
decided as follows: At ∈ [0◦ , 60◦ ], ψt ∈ [−15◦ , 15◦ ], and ϕt ∈ [−180◦ , 180◦ ]. They are encoded as
three 8 bit genes and concatenated as a chromosome. Afterwards, a cost function generates an
output (the speed of the robot) from this chromosome (control parameters of the robot). Here
the cost function is an experiment by which the performance of the robot is evaluated. If the
robot is able to move stably and fast, then it is considered as a sucess and the speed is recorded,
otherwise, the speed is 0. We set population size to 600 and the generation number to 10.
The GA starts with a group of chromosomes known as the population. Natural selection occurs
each generation or iteration of the algorithm. After each generation, only the fastest 50% of the
individuals are selected to continue, while the rest are deleted. The next step is to generate
a second population of solutions from those selected through genetic operators: crossover and
mutation. After the mutations and crossovers take place, the costs (speed) associated with the
oﬀspring and mutated chromosomes are calculated. Generation continues to evolve until iteration
number exceeds 10.

3.

Experimental Setup

3.1

Simulation Setup

We have implemented models in Mathworks matlab 2009, together with the SimMechanics toolbox, which provides a multibody simulation environment. We use blocks provided by SimMechanics to represent bodies, joints, constraints, and actuators. When the model is established,
SimMechanics formulates and solves the equations of motion for the complete mechanical system
automatically. In this study, motion mode of joint actuation is chosen in which only position,
velocity, and acceleration of the angular joints are needed, because we mainly focus on the
kinematics of the spine and its resultant locomotive behavior.

3.2

Experimental criterion

Locomotive behaviors of the planer quadruped model can be categorized into four types: the
robot exhibits a stable rapid locomotion; it runs slowly; it exhibits unstable behavior; or it falls
over or ﬂies away. Only the ﬁrst case is considered as meaningful behavior, while the rest are
failures. In this paper, we use two methods together to judge the system’s stabilizing behavior.
Step-to-fall method is used in a way such that the robot is expected not to fall within given time
or cycles. Here, we set the time to 50 s. The second one is to calculate the diﬀerence between
two apex heights of CoM in every two subsequent cycles. If such a diﬀerence is less than a
threshold, then we assume that this individual is stable, and the speed is recorded. Otherwise,
this individual is considered to be a failure and the speed is 0. This method is simple, but it is
eﬃcient to predict the tendency of the stability. For example, if the error between the current
cycle and previous cycle exceeds the threshold, but the robot is still able to move, then it suggests
a rather high possibility of instable situation for the next cycle where the robot either falls over
or ﬂies away.
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Figure 2. Speed (a) and gait categorization (b) of M 2. X axis is amplitude (Al ), and y axis denotes oﬀset (ψl ) for the LJ.
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Figure 3. Stick ﬁgures illustrating three diﬀerent behaviors in simulation. The body postures are illustrated every 105 and
735 (105×7) simulation steps (a), and every 105 and 630 (105×6) simulation steps (b), (c), (d) (gray and black stick ﬁgures,
respectively). Dotted line represents the trajectories of absolute CoM. (a) I1 (Al = 18◦ , ψl = −12◦ ). (b) I2 (Al = 36◦ ,
ψl = −3◦ ). (c) I3 (Al = 30◦ , ψl = −3◦ ). (d) I4 (Al = 54◦ , ψl = −15◦ )

4.

Results

In this section, results of the overall exploration based on two proposed simpliﬁed models are
presented ﬁrst, followed by individual analysis in terms of CoM, attack angle, and the gait. Next,
the eﬀect of multiple spinal joints ranging from three to twelve on spine-driven locomotion is
investigated. Each morphology is analyzed in terms of success ratio, speed, and gait.

4.1

Overall exploration based on two spinal morphologies

To achieve comprehensive behavioral analysis, we investigated the inﬂuence of amplitude (Al )
and oﬀset (ψl ) on the locomotive behavior for M 1 and M 2. We varied Al from 0◦ to 60◦ , and ψl
from −15◦ to 15◦ with the increment of 3◦ in M 1. Then we keep the same control parameters
for the LJ and optimize the rest three (At , ψt , ϕt ) for the TJ in M 2.
Figure 2(a) and Figure 4(a) demonstrate that locomotion is able to be generated by the spinal
ﬂexion and extension in M 2 and M 1. Figure 2(b) shows that there exist three gaits in M 2:
bounding (Fig. 3(b)), bounding with double ﬂight phases (BDFP) (Fig. 3(c)) and stotting gaits
(Fig. 3(d)), while M 1 is only able to generate bounding gait (Fig. 3(a)). The fastest individuals
of each gait of M 1 and M 2 are selected; they are named as I1 in M 1, I2 in bounding in M 2,
I3 in BDFP in M 2, and I4 in stotting in M 2, respectively. Since stotting gait exhibits diﬀerent
locomotion pattern where all of the legs touch and leave the ground at the same time, we excluded
this gait in the following analysis and will explain it later in section 4.4. Figure 4 shows that M 2
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Figure 4. Comparison results of two spinal morphologies (M 1 in the left column and M 2 in the right). X axis is amplitude
(Al ), and y axis denotes oﬀset (ψl ) for the LJ. The intensity of each cell represents the speed in (a), (b); the lift up angle
of rear legs (RL) in (c), (d); attack angle of fore legs (FL) in (e), (f); the rear boundary (RB) of CoM S in (g), (h); the fore
boundary (FB) of CoM S in (i), (j); the range of CoM S in (k), (l).

can move much faster than M 1, and its fastest performance attains 2.6 m/s, while the fastest
one from M 1 is 0.59 m/s.
The attack angle is deﬁned as the angle formed between the leg and the ground in the forward
direction when the feet touch on the ground. In both morphologies, greater attack angle of rear
legs (Fig. 4(e), (f)) corresponds to faster speed (Fig. 4(a), (b)). With a larger attack angle, the
rear legs can rotate the robot’s body around the contact point and push it more forward. In
addition, less lift up angle of fore legs (Fig. 4(c), (d)), which beneﬁts to propel the body forward,
correlates to faster speed (Fig. 4(a), (b)).
In the biological perspective, the CoM moves forward and backward alternatively with respect
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Figure 5. The left and right column are the results of I1, I2. The x axis represents time steps. From top to bottom, the y
axis stands for the movement of CoM relative to the shoulder (a),(b), the velocity (c), (d), the height of ground clearance
(e), (f), the attack angle (g), (h), and the footfall pattern (i), (j).
Table 2. Parameters for I1, I2 and I3
Parameters
I1
I2
I3

Al
18◦
36◦
30◦

ψl
−12◦
−3◦
−3◦

At
/
19◦
24◦

ψt
/
13◦
13◦

ϕt
/
-0.67
-0.214

to its nose during locomotion [19]. Hence, we deﬁned the CoM S as the distance between the
position of CoM and the position of the robot’s shoulder, instead of the nose. The range of the
CoM S gets wider, as a result of the increasing amplitude of the bending and extension movement
(Fig. 4(e), (f)). Wider range of the CoM S (Fig. 4(k), (l)) is associated with better performance
(Fig. 4(a), (b)), because it oﬀers more freedom to adjust the CoM, beneﬁting the stabilization
of the posture and the enhancement of the speed. Furthermore, with the increase of the speed
in M 1 and M 2 (Fig. 4(a), (b)), the values of the rear and fore boundaries of the CoM S get
smaller (Fig. 4(g)-(j)), which suggests that the horizontal excursion of the CoM moves further
to the anterior trunk region.

4.2

Basic eﬀects of thoracic joint

To understand the basic eﬀect of LJ in bounding gait and how TJ beneﬁts to the bounding gait,
along with LJ, I1 and I2 are chosen and analyzed in detail. The average speed of I1 is 0.59 m/s
(Fig. 5(c)), while I2 is 1.25 m/s (Fig. 5(d)). Parameters obtained from GA described previously
are given in Table 2.
4.2.1

Analysis on spine-driven locomotion

Figure 3(a), (b) show that the stable locomotive behavior of I1 and I2 can be achieved, even
if leg actuation is not taken into account. We observed three prominent phases in I1 (Fig. 3(a)).
Starting from the original posture (phase I), the spine is ﬂexed and the rear legs are pulled
forward until the maximum (phase II). This moves the CoM forward. Afterwards, the spine is
extended to allow the lift up of the fore legs, leading to the back-moving of the CoM (phase III).
In the next step, the fore legs touch the ground, and the CoM moves forward again (back to
phase I). The same process repeats.
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Table 3. Results of CoM S in I1, I2, I3

I1
I2
I3

CoM Shorizontal (m)
Foreb
Rearb
Range
0.46
0.5
0.04
0.45
0.49
0.04
0.39
0.49
0.1

CoM
Lowb
0.12
0.12
0.11

Svertical
Highb
0.25
0.25
0.29

(m)
Range
0.13
0.13
0.18

Similarly as I1, I2 also has three important phases (Fig. 3(b)). The diﬀerence with I1 comes
from the further ﬂexed spine caused by combining the ﬂexion of LJ and TJ. This then pulls the
rear legs more forward than I1 (phase I) and leads to a higher attack angle of 123◦ (Fig. 5(h)),
compared to I1 with 116◦ (Fig. 5(g)). The rest of the cycle follows the same procedure as in I1.
We categorized I1 and I2 to the bounding gait due to their similar phases and footfall patterns
(Fig. 3(a), (b), Fig. 5(i), (j)).
4.2.2

Attack angle

In these two models, attack angle changes along with the body posture controlled by the spinal
controller. Wider range of attack angle of fore legs in I2 enhances locomotion, because it is able
to increase the stride length by propelling the body forward further. It varies from 94◦ to 74◦ in
phase I (Fig. 5(h)), as a result of the additional ﬂexion of TJ. Therefore, it can push the body
forward further than I1, whose angle is almost constant, 90◦ (Fig. 5(g)). In addition, larger
attack angle of rear legs contributes to the increase of the stride length by pushing the body
more forward.
4.2.3

Movement of the center of mass

Figure 5(a), (b) show that the horizontal motion of the CoM is only determined by ﬂexion
and extension of the spine. This underlines the determinant role of the spine as the main engine
for the locomotion. The movement of CoM relative to the shoulder is not constant (Fig. 5(a),
(b)). The horizontal excursion of the CoM is in coupling with the motion of the spine. During
spinal extension, the CoM moves to the posterior part of the spine, but it moves to the anterior
part during spinal ﬂexion. The extension phase of the spine is coupled with a upward movement
of the CoM. In the ﬂexion phase, after initial ascent, the CoM moves downward (Fig. 5(a), (b)).
The excursion of the horizontal and vertical movement of the CoM is shown in Table 3.

4.3

Dynamic locomotion induced by double ﬂight phases

I3 is analyzed to investigate how BDFP gait is generated and how it contributes to the locomotion. I3 can reach up to 2.75 m/s (Fig. 6(c)).
4.3.1

Analysis on spine-driven locomotion

There exists a high level of coordination between spinal ﬂexion and the placing of the feet on
the ground to maximize stride length and increase speed in I3. I3 mainly diﬀers from I1 and
I2 in the gait (Fig. 3(a), (b), (c)). It is characterized by ﬁve phases, two of which are ﬂight
phases, instead of one, in each stride. Figure 3(c) shows that one takes place when the spine is
at maximal extension (phase I); the other one occurs when the maximal ﬂexion of the spine is
achieved (phase IV).
However, I3 exhibits an unnecessary stance phase (phase III in Fig. 3(c)), which does not exist
in cheetah running. We could eliminate this phase by adding actuated shoulder joints (Fig. 7). If
actuated shoulder joints are employed in the very beginning of this phase to swing the fore legs
backward, then the fore legs might be lifted up. In this case, the double stance phase becomes
rear leg stance, and therefore I3 can exhibit a more cheetah-like bounding gait.
The frequency of I3 is the same as I2 and I1, but the speed is much faster than both, due to
longer stride length. This is caused by the double ﬂight phases exclusively showing up in I3.
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Figure 6. The left and right column are the results of I3, I4. The x axis represents time steps. From top to bottom, the y
axis stands for the movement of CoM relative to the shoulder (a),(b), the velocity (c), (d), the height of ground clearance
(e), (f), the attack angle (g), (h), and the footfall pattern (i), (j).
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Figure 7. (a) Double stance phase (phase III) in Figure 3, and (b) the possible way to transfer (a) to rear leg stance phase
by employing actuated shoulder joints.

4.3.2

Attack angle

For the rear legs, it has similar value of attack angle to I2, but it has a smaller lift up angle
of 90◦ (Fig. 6(g)), which can crouch more and push the body forward further, compared to I2
with the angle of 105◦ (Fig. 5(h)).
4.3.3

Movement of the center of mass

Figure 6(a) shows that I3 has much wider horizontal and vertical movements of the CoM,
compared to I1 and I2 during one cycle (Fig. 5(a), (b)). Table 3 shows the boundaries and the
range of the CoM S in horizontal and vertical direction. This horizontal excursion equals around
10% and vertical excursion is about 18% of the body length in I3. We observed that values of
fore boundary and rear boundary of the horizontal movement of CoM S in I2 and I3 are smaller
than I1, which suggests that I2 and I3 are able to move the CoM forward more eﬃciently than
I1, beneﬁting the rapid locomotion. Moreover, the excursion range of the CoM S in I3 is wider
than I1 and I2, oﬀering more freedom to adjust the CoM to stabilize the robot itself.

4.4

Stotting gait emerged from pronounced spinal ﬂexion and extension
movements

Interestingly, we found stotting gait,in addition to bounding and BDF P gaits in M 2, (Fig. 3(d)).
Figure 2 implies that scotting gait has more chance to take place in the high amplitude area
where spine exhibits pronounced ﬂexion and extension movements.
To understand how the stotting gait behaves, and how it diﬀers with the other two gaits, I4,
the fastest case is chosen and its locomotive features are analyzed. The average speed of I4 is
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Table 4. Range of parameters for multiple spinal joints.
Morphology
M1
M2
M3

Amplitude
[0◦ : 60◦ ]
[0◦ : 60◦ ]
[0◦ : 60◦ ]

Morphology
M4
M5
M6

Amplitude
[0◦ : 40◦ ]
[0◦ : 40◦ ]
[0◦ : 30◦ ]

Morphology
M7
M8
M9

Amplitude
[0◦ : 30◦ ]
[0◦ : 30◦ ]
[0◦ : 30◦ ]

Morphology
M 10
M 11
M 12

Amplitude
[0◦ : 30◦ ]
[0◦ : 30◦ ]
[0◦ : 30◦ ]

Note: ψ ∈ [−15◦ , 15◦ ], ϕ ∈ [−180◦ , 180◦ ], the same as M 2

2.5 m/s (Fig. 6(d)). Its four legs jump oﬀ and on the ground at the same time (Fig. 6(f), (j)).
We observed that there are four prominent phases in one cycle (Fig. 3(d)). Starting from the
original posture (phase I), the robot jumps oﬀ the ground when the spine starts to ﬂex (phase
II). Then it achieves maximal spinal ﬂexion in the air (phase III), which is immediately followed
by spinal extension while the robot is still in the air (phase IV). The spine continues to extend
until it lands the ground (back to phase I). In this stotting gait, there exists only one ﬂight phase
per cycle where the spinal ﬂexion and extension take place.

4.5

Exploration on multiple spinal joints

To check if this simpliﬁed model with two spinal joints (M 2) discussed previously is suﬃcent to
emulate biological spine-driven locomotion, we extend experiments by introducing more spinal
joints, while keeping most of the setting the same.
4.5.1

Experiments setting

Multiple spinal joints are employed and a new model is constructed (Fig. 8), where the number
of spinal joints increases from three to twelve. We name each spine morphology by M i, where i
represents the number of spinal joints. These joints are evenly distritbuted along the spine. The
total weight of the spine including all of spine segments and joints is the same as M 1 and M 2.
We start to set the amplitude to 60◦ for each morphology. If no successful individuals can be
found within the given number of 80,000, then the amplitude decreases by 10◦ until successful
cases occur. In the end, the range of the parameters of each morphology is shown in Table 4.
Moreover, the choice of those ranges is reasonable, because they are wider than the biological
spinal motion range, e.g., cat [20], equine [21], pika [22].
4.5.2

Exploration on more spinal joints

We calculated the success ratio of each morphology by dividing the number of successful
individuals which are able to move forward periodically and stably without falling over by the
total number of individuals (80,000). We observed that with the increase of the spinal joints, the
success ratio drops exponentially (solid black line in Fig. 9). This is caused by the increase of
dimension of controller parameters, e.g., 23 parameters for M 8. Therefore, we stopped adding
spinal joints when its success ratio is below the threshold (1%). As a result, M12 is the model
with the maximal number of spinal joints.
Figure 10 shows the overall exploration of the number of spinal joints ranging from one to
twelve. Interestingly, we found that all of the successful individuals from randomly chosen 80,000
individuals can be categorized into three types: bounding gait, BDF P gait, and stotting gait,
which is the same as M 2. Generally speaking, BDF P gait outperforms the other two gaits
regarding speed over all spine morphologies. BDF P gait emerges when the number of spinal
joints is great than one, and its average speed and maximal speed keep similar with the increase
of the spinal joints. This suggests that BDF P gait is caused by multiple spinal joints. However,
the introduction of more than two spinal joints does not contribute too much to the speed of the
robot. This implies that M 2 is suﬃcient to generate fast BDF P gait. Stotting gait emerges in
the same spine morphologies as BDF P gait. However, the fastest speed of stotting gait increased
greatly from M 9 to M 12, while its average speed and standard deviation do not vary much. The
performance of bounding gait is greatly improved when M 2 is taken, and then it remains.
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Figure 8. An example of planar quadruped model with multiple spinal joints: M 4. Black solid dots represent the actuated
spinal joints.
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Figure 10. Speed over all spine morphologies. X axis is the spine morphology ranging from one to twelve spinal joints. Y
axis denotes speed. The average speed, the standard derivation and the fastest speed of each morphology are represented
by bars, error bars, and pointed lines, respectively.

5.

Conclusion and Discussion

This novel study has successfully tested the biological concept of ”Spinal Engine” and demonstrated spine-driven locomotion in a quadruped robot where legs are not actuated. It suggests
that the motion of the spine is a determinant factor in the locomotion, working as an engine to
propel the body; limbs might be looked at as servants of the trunk to assist locomotion [7].
M 2 performs better than M 1 in terms of the speed and stability. M 2 is able to produce
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more freedom to pull the rear legs forward, increase the stride length, and move the CoM more
eﬃciently forward. Therefore the speed is increased. In addition, it beneﬁts stability by using
additional TJ to optimize the movement generated by the LJ by readjusting unstable posture
or enhancing the extension-ﬂexion movement.
I2 and I3 mainly diﬀer in the speed and the gait. I3 reaches the maximal extension and ﬂexion
in two ﬂight phases per stride, while I2 is only suspended once in each stride. In addition, the
gait of I3 exhibits greater proportion of ﬂight in total stride. These results are in agreement
with studies of the motions of the running cheetah and horse [17]. A horse, with relatively rigid
spine generating less spinal movements [21], can be represented by I2, and a cheetah, featuring
pronounced spinal movements, is suitable to be simpliﬁed as I3. We conclude that the double
ﬂight phases, together with greater proportion of ﬂight, contribute to its longer stride [17].
Stotting gait emerges when the spinal ﬂexion-extension is enough high. It exhibits much higher
GC and wider vertical excursion of CoM. In addition, the stance phase between spinal ﬂexion
and extension phase is missing, which has the function to transfer energy and power the spinal
extension movements [23]. We think such features lead to energy ineﬃciency and slow speed.
Therefore it is not a suitable model for fast locomotion. Instead, it plays a role in communication [24], e.g., tell predator that it has been seen, and warn its group members of the danger.
In the experiments of exploring multiple spinal joints, ﬁrst, we found that the BDF P gait has a
faster speed than the bounding and stotting gait over all of the spine morphologies ranging from
two to twelve spinal joints. Second, the BDF P gait spreads almost all of the spine morphologies,
except M 1. Moreover, as discussed before, the BDF P gait, which features double ﬂight phases,
is able to emulate cheetah-like locomotive behaviours to a great extent. Therefore we believe
that BDF P gait is a more biologically inspired locomotive behavior.
The amplitude of the vertical motion relative to the nose is about 13%, 13%, 18% of the body
length in I1, I2, I3, respectively (Table 3). This is higher than the average value of 10% observed
from human [25] and pika [19] running. The reduction of the vertical displacement of CoM
could be achieved by introducing springs in the legs and adjusting their spring-mass systems by
increasing the angle swept by the stance legs while keeping leg stiﬀness nearly constant [26].This
will be one of topics in the future. In addition, the way of how to coordinate legs and the spine’s
movements will be investigated.
More importantly, the introduction of elastic elements to the spine is crucial to get closer to
the biological spine model to investigate the energy eﬃciency, energy transfer, etc. In this case,
force control of actuation joint in Matlab simulator will be employed and the methods to tune
the force will be studied as well.
If we look back to nature, we ﬁnd that most of features of the spine are asymmetrical, for
example, diﬀerent length of lumbosacral spine, thoracic spine. In this study, when the number
of spinal joints are greater than one, all of the joints in this morphology have possibilities to
rotate within certain degrees or stop moving, because of the setting of the motion range. If
one joint or some joints choose to stop rotating, then the distribution of rotation spinal joints
becomes asymmetrical case. Therefore, our current results are applicable to these asymmetrical
cases. However, there still exists a lot of room to study the eﬀect of asymmetrical structures on
locomotion, e.g., the unevenly distritbuted spine weights.
Furthermore, a more biologically inspired controller, e.g., central pattern generater, will be
taken into account in the future work, with the attempt to better mimic the animals spine
locomotive mechanism.
In the near future, on-site experiment is necessary to be implemented to validate the correctness of these optimized gaits. Since the results show that two spinal joints are suﬃcient to
represent a biological spine, we will improve the Kitty robot [12] by adding one additional spinal
joint to validate the simulated results.
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